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Cant Get Up
Supergrass

Took me bloody ages but i m pretty sure it s all right

Email me if it s not

*

CHORDS USED

 Bbm7   Bbm   Cbm7  C#    D#    F#    Fm

e--1-----1-----3-----------------2-----1-------------------|
B--2-----2-----4-----6-----8-----2-----1-------------------|
G--1-----3-----3-----6-----8-----3-----1-------------------|
D--3-----3-----5-----6-----8-----4-----3-------------------|
A--1-----1-----3-----4-----6-----4-----3-------------------|
E--1-----1-----3-----------------2-----1-------------------|

On Bbm7 and Cbm7  in the verse, it sounds better if you just play the
top 3 or 4 strings

INTRO  (Play 4 times)

    Bbm7    Cbm7 Bbm7
e-----1---------31-----4-1
----------------------------------------------------------|
B------2---2----42--2------2
--------------------------------------------------------|
G---------------31------------1
-----------------------------------------------------|
D--------3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------|
A--1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-|
E
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----|

Bbm7
Waking up on a Sunday
          Cbm7
I ve been riding for a night or two
Bbm7
Looking out of the window
       Fm Cbm7



I m so tired another drink will do
Bbm7
I m just living a story
       Cbm7
Like I heard it on a 45
Bbm7
There s no one here to rely on
        Fm Cbm7                       Bbm7  Bbm
It s the sign that makes me wonder why

     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                        Bbm   (No 7th)
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason
     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                      Bbm
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason

Bbm7
Driving into the sun light
         Cbm7
I ve been thinking about a better life
Bbm7
There nothing left to delight in
       Fm Cbm7
It s a sign we ain t got it right
Bbm7
Fading out on the highway
    Cbm7
California coming into sight
Bbm7
There s no one here to rely on
        Fm Cbm7                          Bbm7  Bbm
It s the sign that makes me wonder why

     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                      Bbm
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason
     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                       Bbm
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason

F#               D#
Like a moth to a candle
F#                  D#
Driven to the naked flame



F#                     #                    Bbm
Murder on the news and blood on the streets again

     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                      Bbm
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason
     C#          D#
Well I can t get up no more
         F#    D#                      Bbm
Though I tried standing in a forest of reason

REPEAT INTRO 11 TIMES OVER:

Standing in a forest of reason

*


